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her situation in the face of such a policy T&as bound to
become increasingly worse, especially as passive toleration
would be interpreted by her South Slavs and Rumanians
as a sign of weakness, and would lend strength to the mag-
netic power of the two border states.
The logical conclusion of what he had said was that
Austria should get ahead of her enemies, and, by a timely
final reckoning with Serbia, put an end to the movement
which was already in full swing, a thing which might -be
impossible later.66
Tisza thereupon replied, at least according to the min-
utes which were made by Hoyos but which were somewhat
touched up afterwards by Berchtold:
He [Tisza] agreed with Berchtold that the situation had
changed somewhat in the last few days as a result of the
investigation [at Sarajevo] and the attitude of the Serbian
press, and emphasized that he also regarded the possibility
of warlike action against Serbia as nearer than he had
believed just after the crime at Sarajevo. -But he would
never agree to a surprise attack on Serbia without pre-
liminary diplomatic action, which seemed to be intended
[by Berchtold], and which had been unfortunately men-
tioned by Hoyos in Berlin, because in this case we should
stand, in his opinion, in a very bad position before the
eyes of Europe, and in all probability would have to reckon
with the hostility of all the Balkan States except Bulgaria;
and Bulgaria, which is at present very weak, would be un-
able to give us any corresponding support.
Unquestionably demands must be made on Serbia, but
66 This and the following quotations are from the minutes of the
Ministerial Council of July 7 in A.R.B., I, 8; English translation in the
N. Y. Times Current History, Dec., 1919, pp. 445-460; Gooss, pp. 50-62,
indicates the alterations which Berchtold made in the minutes See
also Conrad, IV, 43-56, who was present with an Admiral at the after-
noon session from 3-5 P. M., and gave secret military information, which
he records in his memoirs but which was omitted for reasons of pru-
dence from the official minutes of the Council; Fraknoi, pp. 18-27; the
reports of Tschirschky (KJX, 19) and of Tucher, the Bavarian Minister
in Vienna, Dirr, p. 125 f.; and Investigating Comm. I, p. 90.

